Amy Cook and Irene Middleton  
Shakespeare and Cognitive Science  

Our working group on Shakespeare and Cognitive Science was, in my mind, a huge success. Several people had to drop out between September and March for financial or schedule reasons, but the group we ended with was tremendously engaged, passionate, and generous.

In the following pages I have copied some of our emails, resources, plans, etc., that were collected in the Google Group we created to share information and papers with the group. This enabled a very easy exchange of papers, abstracts, feedback, and queries. If you want or need any additional information, please don’t hesitate to ask.

A couple of the things we are most pleased about from the seminar:

• Irene and I read all of the abstracts and were able to provide feedback and methodological concerns early on. Many of our participants were junior scholars and grad students and benefited from this guidance. Similarly, though, some of the senior scholars were new to the methodology and were grateful for some advice integrating sources or finding sources that worked together (“cognitive science” is not a monolith and it is not easy to figure out which studies counter or complement which studies).

• The participants were pretty responsible, generous, and responsive in their groups. We sent reminders when necessary, but everyone served his/her group well.

• Irene and I also read and responded to the papers when they came in. This gave us a better sense of the areas covered, the quality and scope of the work, and questions/concerns to cover at the time.

• By the time we got to the seminar, members had really felt like they had received a lot of feedback on their essays so we could focus our time and energy on larger questions posed by the papers as a whole. There was also already a collegiality established that had us moving to the bar after the seminar.

• At our seminar, we tried to welcome the spectators by saving adequate time for them to ask questions. We also collected emails from interested people to invite into our Google Group. Because of the nature of this area, there are scholars interested but unsure how to proceed. The seminar served these folks as well as those who have been doing the work longer.

• Since the seminar, we have continued to share news and updates via the Google Group. For the most part, this is in the form of celebrating new publications of our group members.

• I have been asked to review a book proposal from one of the group members.
First Email to seminar participants:

Dear all,

Welcome to the 2016 SAA seminar on “Shakespeare and Cognition.” We are delighted to have all of you in the group and are looking forward to our meeting in New Orleans in March. As mentioned in the seminar description, we hope to focus on cognitive methodologies in our papers and seminar in order to further develop the fields of literary and dramatic cognitive studies. As such, we are excited to welcome three guests to our seminar, John Sutton (Macquarie University), Linda Charnes (Indiana University, Bloomington), and Rick Kemp (Indiana University of Pennsylvania).

We are also developing an online forum for asynchronous discussion and posting of news, queries, sources, and your abstracts, papers, and responses. We hope that, by ‘introducing’ ourselves and beginning our conversations long before the conference that we can use the seminar time to further develop overarching questions about the goals, limits, and future of cognitive approaches in literary and dramatic studies. We would love to see a manifesto or set of guidelines for cognitive approaches emerge from our work this year and hope to stimulate the beginnings of a new community of cognitive scholarship.

To the details:

Once we have collected the abstracts of your papers, we will organize you into small groups according to shared approaches or topics. Before we meet in March, each of you will be responsible for sending a short response to each of your group members (approximately one page or 500 words). We will use the forum to exchange these papers and responses, allowing the author and the seminar as a whole to add additional feedback, note connections, develop points, etc.

We hope that this communal format will encourage enough pre-conference discussion that our time together in New Orleans can be used to address fundamental questions about the methodologies of our field raised by the papers. As mentioned in the seminar description, these might include the tension between the embedded and distributed natures of cognition, page and performance, and the specific stimuli of a particular moment and embodied, evolved brains. Outlined below is our working schedule; please read, keep, and, most importantly, follow it. Please do let us know if you have any questions.

**This week:** Send your preferred email address and institutional affiliation to Irene at iremiddleton@gmail.com. We will share this information with all seminar members.

**By December 1, 2015:** Keep an eye out for an email alerting you to the creation of the online forum.

**By December 5, 2015:** Post a working title and a 200-300 word abstract of your proposed paper to our forum. We will notify you of your small group by the first week of January.

**January 1, 2016:** Registration for the 2016 SAA opens.

**By February 13, 2016:** Post your paper (of no more than 3000 words, excluding references) to our forum. Include an updated abstract (for circulation to seminar auditors at SAA). PLEASE
don't be late. The SAA will list in the program only those whose papers have actually materialized on time.

**By February 29, 2016:** Post an approximately one-page / 500 word response to each of your group members, addressing that member's work.

**March 23-36, 2016:** Come to the SAA in New Orleans!

Thank you for your interest in this seminar; we are looking forward to our conversations. Please do contact us if you have any questions about the process or the event. We have attached a copy of the participant list provided by SAA but will send along an amended copy after hearing from everyone this week.
Welcome Post on our Google Group:

Welcome to the forum for the 2016 SAA seminar on Shakespeare and Cognition. We have set up this forum as a private group so that we can feel free to share our abstracts, papers, feedback, and additional thoughts. We hope that by March we will have developed an on-going conversation not just about the papers but about the broader state of the (sub)field. As mentioned in our introductory email, we hope to focus on cognitive methodologies in our papers and seminar in order to further develop the fields of literary and dramatic cognitive studies and welcome three guests to our seminar, John Sutton (Macquarie University), Linda Charnes (Indiana University, Bloomington), and Rick Kemp (Indiana University of Pennsylvania).

To facilitate discussion, Amy and I will be checking in regularly to respond to queries (though we hope others will weigh in as well) and posting items of interest. Please feel free to do the same yourselves; we'd be delighted to see new topics abounding and lively, helpful discussion. We will keep this forum open after the conference and hope that it and we might prove the core for a larger forum in the future.

Once we have collected the abstracts of your papers, we will organize you into small groups according to shared approaches or topics. Before we meet in March, each of you will be responsible for sending a short response to your 'assigned' group members (approximately one page or 500 words). We will use the forum to exchange these papers and responses, allowing the author and the seminar as a whole to add additional feedback, note connections, develop points, etc.

Our final timetable:

**REVISED—By Friday, December 11, 2015:** Post a working title and a 200-300 word abstract of your proposed paper to our forum. We will notify you of your small group by the first week of January.

**January 1, 2016:** Registration for the 2016 SAA opens.

**By February 13, 2016:** Post your paper (of no more than 3000 words, excluding references) to our forum. Include an updated abstract (for circulation to seminar auditors at SAA). PLEASE don't be late. The SAA will list in the program only those whose papers have actually materialized on time.

**By February 29, 2016:** Post an approximately one-page / 500 word response to each of your 'assigned' group members, addressing that member's work.

**March 23-26, 2016:** Come to the SAA in New Orleans! Our seminar is scheduled for Saturday, 26 March, 4-6 pm.

**Small Groups**

Objects and physicality: Sophie Duncan, Nic Helms, and Cliff Werier
Modes of thinking: Christine Coch, Sibylle Baumbach, Bob Pierce, and Gillian Knoll
Performance/reception event: Rick Kemp, Andrew Loeb, and Marc Juberg

The Google group contained folders for sources and recommendations, feedback and questions for the group, and small group papers, responses, etc.
We created a bibliography that we posted in the Google Group:

Selected Bibliography
Shakespeare and Cognition

**Cognitive Approaches to Shakespeare/Arts and Humanities**


### Embodied Cognition


### Cognitive Linguistics


Seminar plan  
SAA 2016  
Shakespeare and Cognition

**Individuals introduce themselves: 10 mins**

**Amy and Irene Introduction: 5 mins max**  
Experts in the room  
Already done feedback on individual papers  
Drawing broader connections, identifying new directions, etc.  
State and future of the field  
Interdisciplinary conversation that’s reaching further than Shakespeare, how art and humans interact  
Hopes and dreams

**50 mins on part 1: What’s a cognitive methodology?**

John: What are we missing? What are the questions we ought to be asking? 5-10 mins

In what ways is it useful? Not useful? Problematic?  
Embodied/embedded  
Objects  
Performance  
Thinking in plays, thinking in performance, thinking during performances, thinking of ideal performances, etc.  
Page vs stage  
Blends esp. actor/character/persona  
How unsure we are about much of the knowledge  
Knowledge barriers, problems of interdisciplinarity without the structure to support it

**50 mins on part 2: What’s the state and future of the field?**

Linda: What does cognitive methodology need to do to be useful in Shakespeare studies? 5-10 mins

How does Shakespeare move an audience?  
Big questions for the future: What is theatre? What is drama?  
What’s expect knowledge look like?

5 mins at the end for **action items**: Ways that we as a group need to move the field forward?  
Reviewing, ‘friendly’ journals?  
Bullet points about our discussion  
How to generate a community of cog sci scholars to ensure a future for the field  
Compiling bibliography
Dear Shakes and Cog movers and shakers;
Thank you so much for a wonderful afternoon (and evening)! I thoroughly enjoyed our seminar,
your papers, and the learning I did with you all.

A couple of follow-up thoughts:

I will continue to update the bibliography here (though I'm sure there's a better space for it).

Some other resources: Facebook pages for ASTR-Working Group for Cognitive Science,
Theatre, Dance, and Performance; and Cognitive Approaches to Literature.
Bodies of Knowledge conference: [http://sites.uci.edu/bok2016/](http://sites.uci.edu/bok2016/)
Osnabruck University is starting a PhD in Cognitive Poetics and they may have postdocs: [http://www.ifaa.uos.de](http://www.ifaa.uos.de)

Finally, there are a couple of books to plug and fish for reviewers: the book that Rhonda Blair
and I just co-edited is out now from Methuen, it's called Theatre, Cognition and Performance.
There are two essays on Shakespeare in the section on language, plus essays on Bodies and
Ecologies. Each section ends with a response from a philosopher/scientists: Mark Turner,
Catherine Stevens, and Shaun Gallagher. I'm biased, of course, but I think it will be an excellent
book for those new and old to the field. It's an affordable book (I will try posting a flyer to get a
35% discount...it's not attaching right now), but if you contact a journal about reviewing it, you
can get a free copy!

The other book is edited by our very own Cliff Werier (and Paul Budra) called Shakespeare and
Consciousness and that's coming out from Palgrave in April!

let's get these books reviewed and out there so that more and more of us are moving the ball
down the field. Or some other more apt metaphor.

best,
Amy